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ABSTRACT
Stellar-J trade studies were undertaken to determine minimum performance requirements to launch small
satellite constellation units (e.g., CICERO) or alleviate ascent load concerns of airframe manufacturers.
Studies assumed vehicle total take-off weight of 35 tons, similar to a Gulfstream-3, with capability to carry
an NK-31/39 class reusable rocket engine. Burn durations were reduced from a 135-sec vehicle baseline to
70-sec in 5-sec increments. Trajectories characterized 6, 3 and 2-ton total separation weight expendable
stage designs marking orbital injection weights. Payload weights were based on 4 assumed mass fractions
(λ =0.85, 0.875, 0.9, 0.92). Overall trajectory results and propellant assumptions derived stage dimensions,
and tank volumes. Effects of 4 hydrocarbon fuels (RP1, C3H8, CH4 and ethanol) on propulsion and
performance for the last of the two expendable stages (IIB) were examined, holding the first expendable
stage (IIA) fixed. Inherent higher ISP of low carbon fuels benefited the smallest mass payloads due to the
high final stage ∆Vs, but pressurization system design effects on λ were more telling. High dry weights
and precision steering for orbital insertion seemed issues for use of simple sounding rockets. Examining
thrust vector control (gimbals) and attitude thrusters, we reviewed classical control approaches to time
varying gains and slosh problems. Results indicate that a 2-ton expendable upper stage on lowered
performance Stellar-J trajectories (70-75 second ascent burns) provides a means to launch single or double
CICERO satellite units. Advantages include low cost, responsiveness and dedication to the needs of this or
other potential small satellite users.
Ref. 2 describes a constellation of 100 small satellites
performing world wide radio occultation atmospheric
measurements (CICERO). Single or multiple deployment
of such satellites serves as a potential application of a
small Stellar-J launch system with an existing customer
base and low initial development cost

1. Introduction
Since a reusable first stage eliminates portions of the
recurring costs of launch operations by not "vaporizing"
after each flight, it stands as one step in reducing
recurring launch costs and eliminating some processing
bottlenecks. But what about the rest of the components of
a small satellite launch system? If expendable upper
stages are used, are there other ways that launch costs can
be brought down? The answer lies in a combination of
factors: what actual performance can be obtained with
small expendable boosters; what is their availability and
ease of integration; and what is their cost delivered from
the supplier (which is linked, of course, to the demand).

In early studies for a small Stellar-J, we anticipated a
number of upper stage options. With the example of a
static display of an aircraft surrounded by missiles or
ordinance it could carry mounted on pylons beneath the
craft’s wings, we spoke of a similar variety arrayed on
pylons above the Stellar-J fuselage. Fig.-3 illustrates this
adaptive feature of Stellar-J design: responding to markets
with an attached payload, passenger module or interfaces
for expendable upper stages within much the same
volume. Initially we considered a single-engine, single
upper-stage device that completed the delivery of the
payload into orbit after the Stellar-J shut-down, conditions
similar to those at Space Shuttle solid rocket staging or
achieved by the X-15 at shut-down during its ascents to
highest altitudes. As studies progressed the categories of
stages increased.
Subsequently, with less ambitious
initial Stellar-J staging targets, advantages appeared for

In previous work, starting with a reference configuration
of a single NK-31/39 rocket engine on a 35-ton horizontal
takeoff vehicle, we extrapolated the Stellar-J design to
larger and larger vehicles. Figure-1 illustrates some of the
maximum sizes considered: 350-tons at lift-off addressing
missions similar to Soyuz and Progress (cargo logistics,
crew transfer to and from low earth orbit, rendezvous with
space stations). But the need to deliver small satellites to
orbit, as we discussed in Reference 1, shows the
necessity to examine reduced capability Stellar-J variants.
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thrust engines than the NK-31/39s with similar durability
or performance. In the absence of alternates we reduced
performance of the baseline Stellar-J at fixed take-off
weight through reduced engine burn-times. In some
industry studies, several candidate engines have been
proposed, including some with NO prior static testing.
But the Kuznetsov engines have in excess of 250,000-secs
test time; thus, they are well enough characterized for the
missions planned with margins for repeated use.

having 2 stages in the expendable system. Figure-2
illustrates how Cube-Sat launches could be performed
with sounding rockets atop a demonstrator vehicle. Fig.-4
provides trajectories plus delivery masses for 1 and 2stage expendables in baseline ascents along with
estimates for a demonstrator vehicle.
2 Minimization: Rationale and Process
Though we focus here on subsystem analyses for expendable upper stages, many of the procedures apply to the
winged Stellar-J vehicle as well, though its geometry and
dynamics are more complicated. As an element of this
process, mass and volume estimates of satellite delivery
systems must be obtained based on the winged vehicle
ascent profile and the resulting expendable unit
configurations for the staging condition. This report
(drawing from a larger internal one) describes progress to
date. The overall process, already underway is illustrated
in the last of our tables, Table-9.

As stated, reference 35-ton Stellar-J designs targeted a 6ton separation weight goal via 135-sec burn without
throttling. As this burn was reduced by 5-second
increments, main engine cut-off state conditions (h, v, γ:
altitude, velocity and flight path angle) were reduced,
initially with the initial pitch profile (pull-up) remaining
the same. Fig.-5 and Table-2 illustrate the trajectory
trends. As burn times reduced and termination altitudes
approached 100,000-ft (30,480-m), the ascent pitch rate
was increased to exceed this minimum altitude. With
burns of less than 65-seconds, Mach 3 at 100,000-ft
became difficult to obtain. Moreover, at lower and lower
altitude, dynamic pressure at separation tended to increase
requiring greater aerodynamic control (e.g., fins) at
separation. Subsequent flight would require more thermal
insulation on a payload shroud on board the expendable
vehicle component as well.

Stellar-J “minimization” was driven by 2 considerations:
capturing significant markets with minimum initial
development cost and identifying the minimum vehicle
loads to perform that task. As was determined by market
analyses, initial cost estimates and the concerns of
potential partners, small satellites of ~100-lbs mass
provide a large existing market for Stellar-J services.
They minimize development costs based on scaling.
Also, airframe suppliers voiced concern over modifications for external payloads, dynamic and thermal loads
associated with acceleration, rocket exhaust and
hypersonic velocities in ascent and re-entry of the StellarJ reusable aircraft component. We needed to know what
loads were essential. Executing the study thus far, the
process has examined several expendable system features:
dimensions, number of stages and engines, propellants,
pressurization systems, dynamics and attitude control.

Rocket equation ∆V relations imply expenditure of
propellant volumes as well as mass; these drive tank
lengths, diameters and even thicknesses. If booster
lengths and diameters were scaled without regard to the
payload, then a launch system based on a 100-lb payload
could result in booster stages narrower than the 1-meter
radius of the CICERO satellite. Or, if a “3-ft” rule were
adhered to strictly, stage aspect ratios could result in
instabilities or buffeting in flight, despite a smooth
transition from upper stage to payload shroud. Integration
by nesting atop a winged vehicle fuselage requires
acceptable cylindrical diameters, bracketed as well by
satellite shrouded stowage volumes.

Beside ascent burn, expendable system separation weight
targets can be reduced. Save for cross sections, aspect
ratios, hardware threshold effects such as specific engine
choice or availabilities, these analyses can proceed with
nearly linear assumptions based on stage separation
conditions. Here we used results from “6-ton” trajectories
to extrapolate 3 and 2-ton payload weights, the latter two
the likely systems for 100-lb payloads.
Table-1
illustrates three expendable upper stage configurations.
The 1st and 2nd stage are denoted as IIA and IIB to
distinguish them from the reusable Stellar-J first stage. In
the trajectory analyses below (Table-2 in abridged form),
the set parameters in Table-1 were used. Parameters
undefined in Table-1 are stage IIB propellant loads.

Analysis results relied greatly on our ability to generate
numerous ascent trajectories with our hybrid vehicle.
Trajectory payload results were based on a 29o inclination
mission to a 70 x 250-nmi. insertion condition of 26,000fps inertial velocity using our JETFJ2 trajectory simulation designed to include air-breathing, winged horizontal
takeoff in rocket ascent trajectories. If expendable upper
stage separation occurs at high altitude and low dynamic
pressure, aerodynamic considerations due to dimensions
can be treated as 2nd order outside of JETFJ2, but
dimensional assumptions about upper stages must be
addressed eventually. Upper stage dry masses will vary
from design to design, but characteristic values such as
mass fractions can be established (e.g., λ = 0.85, 0.875,

3. Analysis Guidelines
Although smaller airframes than the reference 35-ton
figure can be identified, it is difficult to locate lower
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manufacturer, or identifying efficient configurations for
deploying 1 to 3 constellation satellite payloads of about
70-lbs mass per unit. From the aircraft standpoint, we
presume that simply examining the cases where Mach
numbers and burn times are lowest on the demonstrator,
objectives are met. But the satellite payload requirement
results in a complication since the size of the expendable
upper stage configuration increases as the reusable craft’s
burn time drops down
(A similar dilemma was
encountered in the DARPA RASCAL launch vehicle
design studies conducted in 2004).

0.9, 0.92), allowing predictions of satellite delivery
capabilities. We will discuss factor λ further below.
In the following section raw payload scores for several
sets of upper stages are provided based on reductions in
Stellar-J stage burn time. With the masses inherent in
these configurations, upper stages could be built with
combinations of spherical and cylindrical tanks (with
hemispherical or ellipsoidal ends) within specified radii.
As mass assumptions are dropped to 3 or 2-tons, stage
diameters could reduce as well, but the payload diameter
remains about 39-inches (1 meter). A number of design
features are discussed below that influence λ values for
stages, but attainment rests with manufacturer ingenuity.

We assumed an expendable 2-stage configuration for low
velocity Stellar-J flights and set other features too. If the 3
candidate systems’ weights (6, 3 and 2 tons) are fixed,
based on the control and separation capabilities of the
Stellar-J, then we can fix the stage IIA and vary the IIB
balance between propellant and payload. As a result, for
the 6-ton base case, the first stage ∆v and other
parameters are fixed, and only the 4150-lb separation
weight of the 2nd stage has been set constant as well. At
burn-out, tankage for a fixed payload (to be selected)
would be determined by the satellite mission requirement
of deploying 1, 2 or 3 constellation components. This
upper stage might have any one of four λs indicated
above, depending on other design considerations such as
technology base, operational ease, performance enhancement - whatever. Assuming that a configuration is
selected and the stage is employed for other missions,
some variation in this λ will result depending on upper
stage off-loading (e.g., for propellant or total weight). An
alternative would be flight with margin even on the
reference constellation satellite deployment.

Corresponding to mass, expendable engines capable of
providing thrust levels to scale must be identified as well.
It is possible that sounding rocket or nano-satellite
focused manufacturers have already developed and tested
rockets which are a close match for derived requirements
- but maybe not. Existence or absence of such hardware
will affect recommended configurations to meet customer
requirements.
To summarize, a design solution space exists based on
customer and supplier requirements or considerations.
When a 35-ton vehicle and the requirement to deliver a
100-lb satellite are “givens“, the solutions will not require
advanced technological assumptions, but they will
represent hardware applications implying risk, integration
difficulty or increments of cost.
4. Trajectory Results
To maintain design conservatism, we proceeded initially
by interpolating back from the reference shutdown
conditions described. In an internal report tabular results
extended over 3 pages, abridged here in Table-2.
Reducing The Stellar-J stage burn in 5-sec increments
from 135-secs, assumptions for the expendable upper
stages, consisting of 3 components (IIA, IIB and payload
package) are modeled through Table-2 with the following
assumptions: The total separation weight could be 6, 3 or
2 tons and the final orbit insertion stage (IIB) can possess
one of 4 selected mass fractions ( λ = 0.85, 0.875, 0.9 or
0.92) . Initially, with respect to the baseline staging time,
the pitch profile remains the same for these cases, until
early reusable stage main engine cut-off (MECO) results
in separation altitudes below 100,000-ft. Pitch rates
(dθ/dt) are increased for these cases, and in some
instances the modification results in payload delivery
improvements; in others, very little.

Beyond the initial sizing, there remain issues such as
payload buses and shroud designs which could further
alter results. It would not be prudent at this point to
squeeze out the last 10-20 pounds of performance margin
for single satellite deployment configuration candidates.
Performance margins (e.g, linearized partials) should be
included for orbit raising and specific inclination penalties
can also be invoked, but launch site and cruise out
latitudes plus flight azimuths could complicate
calculations – often even beneficially.
Lambda: The mass fraction lambda can described as
λ = mprop/( mprop+mdry)

(1)

where mprop and mdry are propellant and dry mass
respectively. With the final stage total weight, including
payload, limited to 4150-lbs, solving for dry weight in
terms of propellant expended, we obtain

Since this exercise is based on determining minimum
requirements for a demonstrator or operational small
satellite delivery system, criteria include alleviating loads
on an aircraft provided or certified by an airframe

mdry = mprop(1-λ)/λ

(2)
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or O2), the representative densities we used in Table-3 are
49 and 70-lbs/ft3 respectively. For the 2-ton configuration, a standard IIA stage could be built with propellant
tank diameters of less than 1 meter or 3-ft, using a
combination of spherical (fuel) and cylindrical (oxidizer)
tanks, with the latter employing hemispherical or
ellipsoidal end sections. Spherical radii on the final IIB
stage would be <1.5-ft since less than 1/3 total mass is
allotted to this component.

Once the fixed separation mass is imposed on the
expendable portion of the system, then transition from a
single satellite deployment to a 2 satellite deployment can
be achieved if tankage for a single satellite is employed
on a longer reusable stage burn with a second satellite
and a corresponding propellant off-loading. Dry weight
has become fixed with lowered propellant loading in the
2nd stage. For example 70 lbs of additional payload could
be exchanged for 70 lbs of propellant (compensated by
longer Stellar-J burn). This results in a lower effective λ
value on the 2-satellite mission. Nonetheless, such
relations are desirable to standardize upper stage families.
Alternatives include doubling or tripling expendable stage
separation weight from the reusable winged stage based
on a fixed separation state ( h, v, γ) or staging condition,
but this strategy can only be employed until all weight
margins on the Stellar-J are exploited. We presume that
design will include margins, but program histories relate
how frequently a “margin” comes to be exploited to make
a nominal mission.

Spherical and hemispherical end section cylindrical forms
are simple tank designs that can be characterized by
simple volume and dimension formulas.
Vsphere= 4/3 π r3

Vcyl = 4/3 πr3 + πr2 Lcyl

(3a&b)

In which the cylindrical section length and total tank
length are
Lcyl= (Vcyl/πr2 -4/3r)

Ltot = Lcyl +2r

(4a&b)

If a common bulkhead is employed between a spherical
and a cylindrical tank in place of a hemisphere, then
volume formula 3b reduces to a cylindrical volume
formula with no spherical component. Volume
calculations include a 10% ullage addition over the
volume required for ∆V calculations. Residual propellant
for now will be treated in the context of target payload
weights exceeding the nominal payload (e.g., 10%).

To illustrate the effects just described, in Cases 13A,
B&C for the 2-ton (4000-lb) total mass at separation
expendable upper stages with payloads, the payload
delivery weights were 86 and 126-lbs respectively for λs
of 0.875 and 0.9. These two cases are related to a StellarJ burn time of 70-secs, one of the shorter burn cases
which would still allow delivery of a single 70-lb payload.
If we wished to find 2-ton cases that could deliver twice
the mass or two such satellite payloads without
significantly changing the expendable booster design,
then we would need to find cases mounted on flights with
longer Stellar-J burn times and lower upper stage mass
fractions to reflect propellant off-loading.

Stage IIB: Despite the many variations in performance
identified, upper stage propellant variations are relatively
small in comparison to other system measures. Total
separation on IIB for the 2-ton stage is limited to 1383lbs. As data from Table-2 indicate, payloads injected into
orbit vary between 460 and 48-lbs, a factor of ~9; yet
when λ estimates are taken into account the variation of
weight injected into orbit is 534 to 248, a factor of a little
over 2 and a weight delta of 286-lbs. In other words
propellant loadings vary by about 20% of total mass in
IIB with payload to obtain the table of mission results.

Case 6A with a λ= 0.85 and a payload of 176-lbs and
Case 4A with a λ=of 0.875 both satisfy those
requirements, but their reusable stage burn times are 105
and 115-secs respectively, achieving Mach numbers
between 5 and 6 instead of ~3.
5 Mass Properties, Trajectories & Propellant Volumes
Upper stage dimensions and propellant volumes corresponding with Table-3 entries are provided in Table-4.
Fortunately, volumes and dimensions can be described
independently of λs, but they are not entirely uncoupled.
Propellants with high ISP generally have low fuel densities
and pressure-fed stages require thick tank walls to
withstand high pressures: either of these design features
can drive λs down. Employing a common bulkhead
between propellant tanks is one feature that can increase
λ by reducing empty volumes and redundant structures.

Still, structure, propellant and payload all struggle for
their place within the allotted maximum weight; to break
the deadlock, propellant tank sizes must be selected to
meet the basic single satellite requirement and provide
flexibility for multiple deployments or other satellite
customers.
Table-4 provides variations of weight and volume for the
IIB stage associated with a 2-ton expendable upper stage.
The propellant loads for payloads from 450 to 45-lbs are
considered for 0.85< λ <0.92. Included in the tables are
total propellant weights and total dry weights for the
upper stages that result. Tank volumes with 10% ullage
are calculated based on the mixture ratio (MR -oxidizer to

Assuming a fairly dense, room-temperature propellant
such as RP-1 (kerosene) along with liquid oxygen (LOX
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fuel) of 2.6. This sets the stage for examining propellant
tank geometries – which for oxidizer and fuel could be
spherical and still not reach the diameter of the first stage
or baseline payload. In fact, it is possible that ellipsoidal
tanks could be considered to fulfill stage packing
requirements. An ellipsoidal tank would have two major
axes equal to the radius with the longitudinal axis (c < r)
reduced:
Vell = 4/3 π a b c = 4/3 π r2 c

capabilities between kerosene and CH4 ( higher ISP) for
C3H8, for example, or assume, as do some sources, that its
combustion is similar to RP-1 in performance peaks,
though shifted by mixture ratio chemistry. Though
common enough in industrial and domestic use, C3H8
performance as a rocket fuel is not well known due to few
published results. As for other candidate oxidizers,
nitrogen tetroxide (NTO or N2O4) and peroxide (H2O2)
are often mentioned since they serve in defense and civil
space programs. Both are very dense and can be stored at
room temperature, but they also pose handling problems
(H2O2) or toxicity hazards (NTO) in case of spills. We
see these oxidizers as unsatisfactory candidates for small
commercial space operations.

(5)

Propulsive systems are scaled from the 6-ton case; and
beside thrust and flow rate, this must include thrust
chamber, nozzle, feed lines and pressurization systems.
But we also consider variations for propellants, pressure
levels, exhaust expansion and mixture ratio. To obtain
reasonable agreement between λ and components,
pressurization and nozzle expansion should be examined
carefully (e.g, pump or pressure fed and how much).

With all of these considerations noted, we will begin IIB
propulsion studies and sizing based on kerosene and LOX
as propellants with the targeted thrust and ISP of 320-secs.
Combustion MRs vary enough already on kerosene
engines (2.2 - 2.6) with best performance generally
increasing with chamber pressure. Other fuels tend to
have their own peculiarities. E.g, if fuel rich propellants
with low molecular weights relative to other combustion
products produce high ISP (e.g., H2 and CH4), then it is
possible that high molecular weight fuels in a fuel rich
combustion will not perform as well. Thus, performance
predictions is a function of mixture ratio, chamber
pressure and nozzle expansion area ratio (AR) to throat.

In our studies so far, we have assumed a standardized
Stage IIA, presumably employing LOX and kerosene.
But several other fuels are worth considering as well,
especially for stage IIB.
While rocket propulsion
textbooks seldom examine hydrocarbons other than RP-1,
there has been much work and even prototyping of
engines burning methane, propane, and ethanol.
Even
H2 has its merits, though here more as an illustrative
example. Note the density values in Table-5 as well.

Isp = f( MR, Pc, AR)
Since O2-H2 chemistry is simple, the stoichiometric MR is
easily identified as 8. Early low-pressure engines ran
considerably more fuel rich (4-5). Rocketdyne RL-10
family engines driven with turbopumps at relatively low
pressure (~500-psi) operate at 5<MR<6. Larger engines
(RS-68, SSME) operating at thousands of psi. set MR=6
or 75% of stoichiometric.
Since ISP peaks below
stoichiometric, combustion does not go to completion in
the preferred operating MRs. Even stoichiometric
combustion leaves some un-burnt fuel and oxidizer, but
fuel rich mixes generally favor consumption of O2 leaving
the lighter molecular fuel in the exhaust product. While
more fuel rich levels of combustion produce higher ISP,
considerably larger volumes of H2 need to be pumped and
stored to achieve that objective.

But in summary, solutions to eq. 6 have their caveats.
In the baseline configuration, we have assumed stage ISP
of 300 and 320-secs respectively for IIA and IIB,
assuming most performance enhancing features reside in
stage IIB. As Fig.-6 indicates, the “low carbon” fuels
with the same expansion and chamber pressure achieve
the target goals more easily than RP-1 or the slightly less
energetic ethanol-LOX mixes. In this range vacuum ISP is
more sensitive to expansion AR rather than chamber
pressure Pc. This has stage length implications; but
selections of fuel type and MR have implications for tank
volumes as well.
We could not resist the temptation to include spherical
tank radii for fuel and oxidizer in Table-3 for IIA
parameters, but cylindrical appear unnecessary for IIB.
We note that 1000-lbs of propellant satisfies a number of
payload and stage configurations indicated in Table-4
where the numbers below and above the 1000-lb
propellant line are indicated by entries in bold blue and
red ink. Variations on MR and fuel type do not result in
remarkable differences in Stage IIB spherical tank radii,
however. As Fig.-17 (the last) shows, propellant MRs
and combinations remain within the IIB stage diameter.

Hydrocarbon fuels, however, form more complex
combustion products: CO2, CO and carbon soot are
produced as well as water steam. While C3H8 and ethanol
can be stored at higher temperatures than CH4, less
documentation is provided about their theoretical or
observed performance than RP-1 or CH4. Studies to
produce orbital maneuver engines or thrusters for large
vehicles rather than booster rocket stages (e.g, ethanol
MR~ 1.6) are sources (ref. 3) for much of this
information. We could assume intermediate performance
Kelly
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6 Propulsion Hardware
To calibrate propulsion calculations based on idealized
one-dimensional flows and simplified thermodynamics,
existing rocket engine hardware offer useful examples.
For the 2-ton booster configuration, thrust requirements
for the IIB stage are a close match with the Space Shuttle
RCS 870-lbf thruster manufactured by Marquardt. The
6,000-lbf thrust Orbital Maneuver System (OMS) engine
nearly doubles the thrust requirement for IIA (1.875) and
features an exit nozzle about seven inches wider than the
expendable stage system diameter (43” vs. 36” - Fig.-7).
But dividing by a square root of the thrust ratio would
give us an analogous 34-inch nozzle for the corresponding
level of thrust. These two engine examples, of course,
burn hypergolic, storable propellants (NTO and MMH)
with high fluid densities – so some correction to feed lines
or chamber pressure would be needed as well to obtain
the extrapolated thrust levels. Owing perhaps to margins
required for a long operating life, the OMS engine has a
high installed weight or a thrust to weight level of about
20 ( though the RCS thruster R-40B poses less of a
problem at ~15-lbs). This would eat considerably into the
high mass fraction budgets previously described;
extrapolating, our analog installation weight would be
~160 lbs. But we believe that lower weights (~50% or
T/W=~40) would be possible, assuming single use for a
small satellite delivery instead of design for repeated
maneuvers on several flights carrying several astronauts.

All oxidizer tanks listed required capacities from 565 to
762-lbs with diameters of 30.65 to 33.86 inches Fuel
tank loads ranged from 238 to 435-lbs with resulting
diameters from 27.40 to 33.68 inches. These propellant
tank combinations could be confined within a 3-ft or 1meter framework. An alternative to spherical tanks would
be ellipsoidal tanks of modest length stretched to stage
diameter.
Published data for some hydrocarbon engines are the
result of studies of non-toxic alternatives to hypergolic
propellants for orbital maneuvers (OMS) and reaction (or
attitude) control (RCS) systems. Though pressure and
expansion levels are similar for RCS and OMS engines in
Ref. 3, significant performance degradation is seen in the
attitude control thrusters for pulsed operations.
Commonality with other fuels selected for the Stellar-J
system and facilities concerns on the ground are among
the considerations for selecting upper stage fuels. The
Stellar-J itself will definitely carry RP-1 or a kerosene
analog such as aviation gas to burn with LOX. We
assume as much for II-A for now. But of the 4 fuels
examined, we see little impact in substituting ethanol or
propane for RP-1 in stage IIB from an operational
standpoint. Even though CH4 is cryogenic, it is common
enough commercial fuel and its tanks would be very
similar to its oxidizer tanks – even in size.

Illustrative as well are the OMS and RCS pressurization
systems. Combustion chamber pressures are about 10-bar
or 150-psi. Upstream of the combustion chambers, tank
pressurization is generally maintained at about twice the
chamber pressure value, i.e., the operating pressure, with
design margins for maximum and burst pressures
assigned (based on application) with various higher safety
factors.

However, assuming similar combustion chamber
pressures, combustion cycles and nozzles, ISP variations
on 320-secs with propellants will depend on overall stage
ideal velocity required. Propane and methane promise ISP
positive deltas of 12.5 and 25 seconds respectively, which
would improve performance as the stage ∆V requirement
increases. With fixed separation weight delivered payload
could increase or else provide reduction in winged StellarJ burn-time. But substituting RP-1 with C3H8 or CH4
would probably mean revised estimates of mass fractions
(λ) due to lower density fuel in feed-lines and increased
insulation requirements, similar to those of the oxidizer.

Correspondingly, beside the need to assess tank pressures
and wall strengths, the feed-line diameters and flow rates
to the engines must be determined based on head
pressures sufficient to over-ride “static” conditions in the
combustion chamber. Feed lines must run between rocket
engines and propellant tanks and they are sized (diameter
and pressure strength) based on two relations, the
propellant flow rate and the engine chamber pressure. We
provide two characteristic equations below.
The
propellant flow rate and needed head pressure fed into the
engine can be described as follows:

To address ISP advantages (+12.5 and 25-secs), we
examined IIB stage ∆Vs, then mass gains associated with
ISP improvements due to fuels, expressed as well as
percentages of nominal payloads.
For very small
payloads, stage ∆v contributions become larger, exceeding 20,000-fps in several cases. In the cases where the λs
are large (i.e., 0.92) , we suspect that these are only
feasible for the smallest payloads since IIB would need
more and more interface hardware as its cargo capacities
increased. In comparison, the system seems more
sensitive to other hardware selections: pressure systems.

1/2ρ v2 = cD Pc

(7.)

The coefficient cD we use to calculate a pressure upstream
of the combustion chamber with pressure Pc. This
determines the needed compensation against line losses
(e.g, cD = 4/3). Since this calculation is independent of
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diameter or duct area, we can use it to provide velocity for
the mass flow rate that determines duct diameter via the
cross sectional area S.
dw/dt = g0 dm/dt = gρ Sv

(8.)

That is,
v = ( 2 cD Pc /ρ )0.5

(9. )

S = dw/dt /[ g ρ ( 2 cD Pc /ρ )0.5]

emergency relief, an initial operating pressure, a pressure
adjusted at regular intervals or a continuously maintained
pressure. In “blow-down” operation, the pressure decays
from the value at engine ignition until cutoff; no pressure
adjustments are provided via regulator valves. Helium is a
more effective pressurant with cryo-fluids such as LOX or
methane, but even if the oxidizer were storable at room
temperature, it would be undesirable to pressurize both
propellants from the same source. Separation prevents
explosive contamination. To reduce pressure system
weight, heat exchange systems recycling gas or catalytic
systems such as Tri-Dyne could be substituted.

(10.)

For small systems, we do not anticipate a significant
contributions from hydrostatic pressure (ρgh) in short
feed-lines. Disregarding the combustion chamber and
nozzle dimensions as a function of propellant for now, we
can see variations in the size of feed-lines for considered
fuel and oxidizer combinations based on IIA and IIB
thrust requirements. For the case of the 2-ton separation
weight system, parameters are provided in Table-6.
Feed-line dimensions (radii) seem proportional to P-1/4.

First order estimates of pressurant requirements can be
made with simple volume-density assumptions, but more
accurate results are obtained with consideration for
cooling (or heating) with expansion. For such first cuts,
let us introduce the notion of equivalent volumes of gas to
an ideal gas near room temperature (500o R) in cubic feet.
The tank on IIA for storing 1000-lbs of LOX with 10%
ullage constitutes a volume of 15.7 cubic feet; but if LOX
is pressurized at 250-psi at 160o R, this is equivalent to
834 such standard cubic feet. One cubic foot of helium at
4500-psi or 306 atmospheres, without considering
isentropic expansion cooling, equates to 306 standard
cubic feet. We need nearly 3 times more – at least.

From the standpoint of satellite interfaces or avionics
requirements,
propulsion
requires
control
and
measurement at several levels. Pressure controls require
valve actuators for opening and closure. Flow meters and
pressure transducers are desirable for telemetry. For
attitude control during burn, avionics are needed to
convey thrust deflection commands to the actuator and
thrust vector assembly based on updates to the thrust
vector profile on pitch or yaw axes. Roll corrections
would require scissors pitch action with two engines or
else coordinated action from smaller roll attitude thrusters
in a reaction control system.

In Table-3 above, for the IIA stage in 2-ton configuration
we projected oxidizer and fuel volumes of 26.5 and 14.54
ft3 respectively. Based on filling the empty LOX tank at
160oR initial temperature, we would project the need for a
spherical helium tank with a radius of 1.03 ft. The
corresponding tank radius for the RP-1 fuel pressurant
tank would be 0.577 ft.

With a 2-stage configuration, introducing roll control is
akin to slipping the nose of a camel into a tent. If stage
IIA requires roll control as well as IIB, should all roll
control be provided by IIB reaction control thrusters for
the space payload? Or should the first stage employ two
engines instead of one? Replacing one main engine with
two will require new calculations for nozzle and feed-line
diameters. The analogous nozzle of 34” diameter, would
require replacement with two 24” nozzles on IIA, but this
would exceed the 36” width of the proposed upper stage.
Could that issue be resolved with increased operating
pressures? A full answer to this question requires cost
analysis as well as technical development.

With a burn time on IIA of about 200 seconds, we suspect
that the evacuating tank will not immediately bring the
incoming helium to LOX temperatures. Some heat will
be exchanged with flow between the two chambers and a
number of innovations can further adjust performance.
For example, embedding a pressurant tank in a cold
propellant allows increased storage in limited volume and
could reduce dry weight. But these examples illustrate
how pressurization requirements, especially for cryogenic
propellants, can help to ruin an optimistic λ estimate since
pressurant tanks require far higher yield strengths than the
propellant tanks themselves.
If a fuel such as RP-1 is
selected, pressurization can be achieved with less
expensive N2 (condensation bounds only a few degrees
lower than those of O2), but methane invites helium and
demands similar to those related to the LOX tank.

Pressurizing the fuel and oxidizer tanks usually involves
reservoirs of inert N2 and helium respectively. With the
pressurants stored at 300-bar pressures, the propellants are
likely stored at another 50 or 100-psi above the feed
pressure described above which also exceeds combustion
chamber pressure. Intermediate control valves between
pressurant and propellant tanks are used to provide
operating pressure, perhaps in several different modes:

To increase mass fractions on IIA, other schemes for
propellant tank pressurization could be considered. Initial
pressurization with a helium or N2 source could be
augmented by heated gas recycled from an engine heat

______________________________________________________________________________
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exchanger. In the case of the oxidizer, this could be
heated oxygen gas or helium, reducing the size of the
pressurant reservoir. However, so long as the system
employed is pressure-fed, it is not readily apparent how
hot gas pressures (GOX) from engine heat exchangers
will provide pressures higher than those extant in the
combustion chamber to a propellant tank – without the aid
of a powered pump. N2 is the only likely candidate for
kerosene fuel pressurant, but the requirement for
pressurant there is smaller to begin with. A pump-fed
system would reduce tank pressures, but the thrust
buildup to full throttle could pose separation problems –
at least for IIA. Mass reductions due to thinner tank
walls might end up exchanged for increased attitude
control weight and complexity, for example.

In Table-7, differences in He and N2 depletion we
attribute to differences in specific heat ratios γ =1.4 and
1.66 for diatomic and monatomic species respectively.
Figure-8 gives a qualitative representation of the effect of
pressurization systems on consumable requirements
(pressurant tank sizes) for three pressurization concepts:
A, B and C. Starting at the bottom of the figure with
“external” pressurization and pressure-fed propellants
(A), the pressurant tanks are at their largest. In the middle
case (B), embedding the oxidizer pressurant tanks in the
filled LOX tank reduces helium tank volume with further
reduction possible with engine heat transfer. Still further
reductions are possible (C) when turbo pumps provide
propellant flow to the engine, assuming that pump
mechanisms and power units weigh less than mass
allotted to contain fluids at high pressures. Beside
pressurant needs, propellant tank wall thicknesses are
reduced by lowered internal pressures. To illustrate, our
pressure-fed stages have featured propellant tank
pressures of ~250-psi. In many pump-fed systems the
pressure level is reduced to about 50-psi or about 20% of
this level with a corresponding reduction in tank wall
thickness or weight. Since the stage will experience other
loads, other factors could require wall strengthening or
internal pressure minimums to be invoked. Still, λ>0.90 is
most likely attained with pump-fed systems reducing dry
weight mass.

In Table-7 the effects of isothermal and isentropic
decompression of helium and N2 pressurants are
compared. For helium we have identified isentropic
temperatures related to 500o R storage at 4500, 3000,
1000 and 500-psi. With the falling temperature at these
pressure values in the isentropic regime, the remaining
pressurant mass in the tank differs from the isothermal
assumption which would be proportional to tank pressure.
If the helium pressurant initially shared the LOX tank
temperature (160o R), then the initial density at 4500-psia
would be 2.436 times higher. To store this gas at the
same temperature the tank radius would be 74.3% the
room temperature value; however, the spherical surface
would be reduced to 55% - as would the tank weight.

7 Mass Properties for Control Calculations
A number of possibilities have been presented for
expendable stage configurations: single and two engines;
spherical, cylindrical and hemispherical ended propellant
tanks with varying diameters. But for purposes of initial
control system assessments, rather than evaluating and
detailing all cases we started with simple models based on
cylindrical forms.

Disregarding heat exchange, this could be a net mass
savings since the weight of the helium tank is a significant
factor in the stage design. Heat exchange with the
operating engine could expand the helium released from
the tank en route to the oxidizer tank, further reducing the
total gas requirement. If, for example, heat exchange
with the engine raised pressurant gas temperature by 300o
R, then the pressurant needs would be reduced to about a
third of the initial estimate.

The initial control requirements will be for stage IIA, in
which tanks with 10% ullage are assumed to be rigid and
full. The propellant itself is enclosed in corresponding
volume cylinders appropriately spaced on the vehicle xaxis. The remaining structural weight and mass is a
hollowed cylinder of aluminum. For these calculations
inertia formulas were required, drawing, for example,
from appendix AII of ref. 7.

Stowing helium at LOX temperatures implies a ground
operation in which LOX is first loaded into its tank and
pressurized from an external source; then there is
subsequent loading of in-flight pressurant. Were there to
be a flight abort or some other reason for the stowed
helium to experience increased temperature, the subcooled helium would have to be vented or removed from
the tank to prevent rupture at pressures higher than 4500psi. Perhaps it is a subtle difference, but if the He tank is
not cooled by the LOX, then the two systems are not as
tightly inter-connected in an emergency. Another option
for sub-cooled pressurant stowage is using a lower initial
pressure (e.g., 3,500-psi).

Kelly

Using case mass properties, hardware elements can be
arranged within a vehicle coordinate axis to derive
locations for centers of mass and resulting inertias. We
should note that for a “real” stage off-set values of the c.g.
are likely to occur; e.g., from asymmetries or offset payload mass connected to the IIB. These could cause crosscoupling effects which we will ignore for now, but could
also be significant for establishing determinate systems of
equations when slosh is studied.
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Using the formulas of Ref.-12, spreadsheet values and
layouts such as Fig.-9, we can determine c.g coordinates
in the preliminary expendable upper stage designs (or the
Stellar-J, for that matter). Fig. - 9 shows 3 configurations
of stages IIA and IIB. In Case A, the mated stages and
payload with full propellant load provide the mass
properties and combined c.g. location just prior to IIA
engine ignition. In Case B, the c.g. and moment arm for
thrust vector control have shifted as a result of IIA
propellant burn to near completion. Case C represents
final stage IIB with payload just before ignition.
Variations on these configurations could be shown, such
as the effects of shifting LOX and fuel tanks, changing
their shapes or using two engines. Off-loads of propellant
and payload increases would have effects as well.
Though the Stellar-J cases are similar, its relation to the
upper stages is a “parallel” axis mating rather than
“series”. In these initial calculations, many subsystems
are neglected for IIA and IIB, but the wings and jet
engines on board the Stellar-J reusable stage can not be as
easily ignored.

computed as well. Figure-10 shows the result for the
gain between thrust deflection and pitch acceleration
identified in equations 12a and 12b, calculated in a
spread sheet. The growth in the gain is non-linear,
perhaps hyperbolic, featuring a curve toward the end like
a hockey stick.
Perhaps there is an alternate modern control approach, but
a classical control method implemented with difference
equations and z transforms can be applied. In the 70s,
when one of us worked with Shuttle entry and abort
GN&C simulations, Shuttle flight computer avionics
gains were adjusted in flight with schedules as a function
of Mach number, time or angle of attack. From reference
material we discover that linear systems with time varying
coefficients can be analyzed for stability via Routh’s
criterion and tests of positive definite features of matrix
determinants. However, we see no clear assurance that
repeated adjustments of gains selected for stability will
guarantee desired control behavior. Also, we are warned
that solutions families become larger with time varying
coefficients.

In an internal report, we calculated inertias from which
the vehicle total inertia can be derived once coordinates
for the center of mass are established as below:
Xcg = Σ mi xi / Σmi

Ycg,= … Zcg = …

Considering feedback controls with constant coefficients,
one could search for feedback gains to control a system
that would provide negative roots or poles. Second order
systems with mass-spring- damper characteristics are the
easiest to picture. Perhaps deflection is adjusted with an
attitude feedback adjusted with a control gain "K".
Adjusting "K", one tries to get dampened behavior and
negative positive roots to system equations. But if the
mass, inertia and moment arms of a system with initial
values similar to the one just described change
considerably over the time domain, the control gain K
would need readjustment between initial and terminal
times - or else given a fixed value that anticipates changes
over operation. One could take snapshots of the system
at propellant consumption % increments and then solve
"K" again for the same damping and roots behavior (if
possible) and/or do Routh Criterion stability analyses
with matrices ( positive definite determinants), but the
results will not be as clear as those for linear systems with
constant coefficients. Ref. 6 provides such an illustrative
case in which a thrust vector control deflection is based
on both pitch attitude and pitch rate feedbacks.

(11a-c)

Where moment arms lxi = yi- Ycg, etc.
Ix = Σ [ mi ( lyi2 + lzi2) + I0xi] Iy =… Iz =…

(12a-c)

For the 2-ton configuration fully loaded (Case A), we
obtained a sample total pitch inertia of 9516 slug-ft2 with
a c.g. located 8.38 ft forward (moment arm rarmX)of the
3200-lbf thrust (T) IIA engine. To first order the rigid
body equation is
Iy d2θ/dt2 = rarmX T ∆δ

(13.)

Angular acceleration is based on a gimbaled thruster
deflection δ and a gain of the form
d2θ/dt2 = rarmX T/Iy ∆δ = kp ∆δ

(13a)

where kp =2.817/secs2. If we solve for gain at propellant
tank depletion, we obtain a ratio of final to initial values
of ~9.3.

Solid Rocket Motors: We note that both liquid and solid
propellants are under consideration for stage IIA. And
although solid propellant is frequently shaped in
cylindrical form, we note as well that solids tend to burn
away from the centerline cylindrical axis. Instead of a
decreasing height cylinder, the propellant mass becomes a
more and more hollow cylindrical shape. We anticipate
that toward burn’s end roll axis inertias will be larger for
solid motor stages in comparison to liquid systems. Pitch

In combination with the slosh models that are discussed in
a later section, we developed a spread sheet of the mass
properties for expendable upper stages and payloads.
From equations 6 & 7, the centers of mass, overall inertia
and thrust moment arm could be calculated as functions
of propellant consumption percentage or elapsed burn
time.
Corresponding propellant slosh masses were
Kelly
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and yaw inertias and moment arms histories will change
as well, but probably in a more subtle manner.

KR(t) = 2 / [ζ (KA kIO(t))0.5 ]
KA(t) = 4 / [ζ2 KR2 kIO(t) ]

Returning to the analysis above with the position and rate
feedback substitution

If kIO increases in flight by a factor of 9, then KR
compensation to satisfy this relation reduces to 1/3rd its
initial value. If the KR is set and KA is adjusted, then the
KA compensation is reduced to 1/9th. Depending on
which gain is adjusted (or both), the effect on natural
frequency (ωn ) is substantially altered as well.

∆δ = - KA( θ + KR dθ/dt)

(14.)

Iy d2θ/dt2 = rarmX T ∆δ
= - rarmX T KA( θ + KR dθ/dt )

For a case with an initial gain (0% propellant burned)
KIO(t0)=5.016 sec/radian and a final value at tf (100%
propellant burned) kIO(tf) = 33.002. At 10% increments
in Table-8 we compute the natural frequency and
damping variation from an initial (0.707) value. This
implies a certain rate feedback gain, frozen to a value of
0.63136. We reserve judgment on what is appropriate
damping, but if this gain’s initial value is to be retained,
then the gain KR must be readjusted. Natural frequency of
the system increases and the imaginary roots vanish when
damping exceeds unity (~75% propellant gone).

(15.)

and rearranging
[s2 +(rarmX T/ IY KA KR)s + rarmX T/ IY KA ] θ= 0

(15a.)

In general application of 15 on the right hand side the
guidance command desired attitude θd can be considered
as a function driving the system. Though still examining
the homogeneous equation, stability requires KA > Mα/Mδ
and KR>0. Where KIO(t)= rarmX T/ IY or Mδ/IY and Mα is
assumed near zero for exospheric flight, the quadratic
roots become

Before we examine the effects of commanded pitch
attitude vs. the resulting pitch from the dynamic model, it
is worth considering what the pitch command θc(t) might
look like. From one of our trajectory runs, a case
involving a 90-sec Stellar-J burn (Fig.-11), we obtained
the commanded pitch profile for a 2-stage expendable
vehicle.

s12 = -1/2 kIO(t) KA KR +/-…
½ (kIO(t) KA KR ) ( 1- 4 /( kIO(t) KA KR2))0.5

(16.)

To obtain negative roots and desired levels of damping,
limits are imposed on the three identified gains. In terms
of natural frequency and damping, equation 11 must be
equivalent to
s12 = -ζωn +/- ωn (ζ2 -1)0.5 j

Figure 12 indicates the resulting pitch profile from a 90sec. Stellar –J ascent burn release condition. Note that
the first ~200 seconds of the upper stage trajectory relate
to stage IIA. The burn-segment for IIA is 1399-1614
secs; for IIB, 1614-2014. We observe some inflection in
the altitude curve at IIA-IIB transition, but the burn pitch
guidance solution exhibits no discontinuity. However,
tens of degrees separate the attitude orientation of the
Stellar-J booster and the released expendable upper stage
system.
Even though our guidance algorithm for
determining ascent trajectories did not generate a pitch
command discontinuity at IIA-IIB staging, it is not
impossible that an alternate guidance system more
sensitive to thrust level changes might do so. From the
standpoint of operations, such “discontinuities” could
either be addressed by TVC deflections during burn or the
action of attitude control thrusters maneuvering the
vehicle around to burn attitude prior to main engine
ignition. One or the other procedure must be selected
prior to launch and within the design process. Thus, the
input could be the combined initial step function and
polynomials to approximate the arc shown in Fig.-12.

(17.)

for s2 + 2ζωn s + ωn2 = 0 and j = (-1)0.5.
Transient response becomes
A exp(- ζωn t) sin (ωn (1- ζ2) 0.5 t +φ)
Our search for a solution to eq. 16 led us to solve initially
for the case that eliminated damping by setting rate
feedback KR=0. We then had an expression for the
natural frequency ωn from which we derived expressions
for damping as well.
ωn = +/- (KA KIO(t))0.5
ζ = ½ (KA kIO(t))0.5 KR
s12 = -1/2 kIO(t) KA KR +/- ½ (kIO(t) KA )0.5
… ( 1/4( kIO(t) KA KR2)- 1)0.5

(17a.)

A desirable and illustrative damping case ( ζ = 0.707),
achieved initially by leaving gain KA set to unity and
compensating changes of kIO(t) with adjustments in KR.
Alternately, if KR is fixed and KA is adjusted
Kelly

(18a&b.)

Moving beyond this inner control loop behavior, in Fig.13 a schematic diagram for attitude feedback is shown. A
delta from commanded pitch orientation is fed into the
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dynamical system described above and the position
generated is fed back via some compensation KH(s)
selected to address the thrust vector control characteristics. Clearly gain selection can turn into a major
undertaking with many considerations yet to be taken into
account, but trajectory and guidance data plus knowledge
of the variable mass could provide initial rationales for
selecting various gains or types of compensation.

combustion chamber pressures (2000 to 3000-psi), small
expendable stages will most likely develop pressures an
order of magnitude lower (200 to 300-psi).
Whether pressure fed or pump-fed, terminal thrust levels
are of interest as well. Clearly a small payload will
experience higher thrust levels and terminal steering
could become more difficult in the presence of disturbances. Actual throttling can be considered like the feature
loaded model on the auto show room floor: the technology exists, but it costs as well. Implicit throttle downs
can occur in pressure fed systems owing to increasing
(empty) propellant tank volumes and fixed levels of
pressurant provided, for example.
But pump-fed
throttling requires balancing a power operation. If the
pump runs in an open circuit outside of the engine, it is a
little easier.

For a linear system feedback ignoring variable mass, here
are some candidate KH(s) designations:
1. KH(s) = 1, unity gain:
θerr = θc- θa1
2. KH(s) = K, proportional gain:
θerr = θc- θa2
3. KH(s) = K + Cd s, proportional gain
+ derivative feedback:
θerr = θc- θa3
4. KH(s) = K+ Ci s-1, proportional gain
+ integral feedback:
θerr = θc- θa4

If full 3-axis control cannot be provided by gimbaling the
engines, then reaction control thrusters need to address
uncontrolled rotational channels. This increases upper
stage RCS requirements considerably beyond coasting
orientation.

Only θa1 is literally θa since the other response quantities
include modifications. Traditionally, quick removal of
tracking error and minimization of residual or steady-state
error are rationales for feedback selections. Expectations
about input command signals also influence such
decisions. Some non-linearities that could affect control
system behavior are inherent limits on engine pitch
deflection (e.g., +/- ~7 degrees) or commanded rate limits.
Also, resonances associated with elastic structures or
sloshing fluids still need address.

Sounding rockets, of course, do have stability and control
requirements, but they are not as stringent as boosters
aiming for an orbital injection target. Stabilization of a
booster is akin to balancing a broom handle on one’s
palm, but complicated further by the sloshing and
depletion of two propellant reservoirs, a feedback control
problem of significant difficulty. Aerospace control
literature, vast as it is, seems to attract limited discussion
of slosh, though it is clearly of great concern to
specialists. Recent publications frequently do involve
detailed analyses with finite element modeling, but this
usually means study has moved well beyond preliminary
design trades. Slosh modeling research had something of
a golden age during the 1960s when a number of
analytical models were developed to great detail by
pioneer researchers ( notably Abramson, ref. 6). Other
examples of fundamental discussions with similar
derivations are in refs. 4 & 5. The more recent ref. 4
focuses more on satellite systems whereas the 48-year old
ref. 5 addresses boost phases on launch vehicles.

8 Propulsion and Attitude Control:
TVC for Rigid Body and Slosh Cases
From the dimensions, mass properties and thrust requirements of the 2 stages, subsystem requirements for
propulsion and attitude control can be derived. Thrust
and flow rates enumerated in Table-1 for the 3 upper
stage sizes will result in combustion chambers, feed lines
and nozzles with corresponding features for the first and
second stages. .
Certain features can be obtained by several different
design routes. For one, primary thrust could be provided
by either 1 or 2 engines on each stage, foregoing higher
engine installation numbers. Two engines can be more
compact and, if gimbaled, allow roll control as well as
pitch and yaw. But two engines also add complexity to
the propulsion system that might not be possible to supply
via small sounding rocket manufacturing sources.
Pressure-fed feed systems are more widely available than
pump-fed engines, but pressurization imposes increased
structural weights on each stage in which they are
employed.
Some start-up rocket companies offer
innovative alternatives to turbine engines, however, such
as piston-fed engines. These could be investigated further.
But even though Shuttle main engines and the candidate
Stellar-J Russian derived power plants feature high
Kelly

Scanning slosh model theory, it can be seen that slosh
damping increases with the reduced dimensions of
propellant tanks, in part because propellant viscosities and
wave traverse speeds remain constant. Such properties
should place smaller stages at some stability advantage
regarding slosh, but do not eliminate slosh control and
damping structures entirely. In locating much valued
material, we are indebted to the website of Dr. B. Barnard
(www.sloshcentral.com).
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Beside the issues of feed type, TVC or RCS, individual
stage dynamic stability will be influenced by center of
gravity location vs. aerodynamic center of pressure. A
“forward” cg could be induced with LOX loading forward
of fuel (or maybe not) – or else high altitude deployment
of the expendable stage could minimize aerodynamic
perturbations. At the very least this issue is more critical
for the first stage that separates from the reusable Stellar-J
rather than for the terminal stage that inserts the satellite
payload into orbit. Armstrong and Kachigan (ref. 6)
suggest using fins or wings to shift the aero center of
pressure further aftward, but such additions incur mass
fraction penalties.

should be few mass asymmetries in the mass properties,
but combined with the payload’s irregularities, they could
be significant enough to track. As the propellant tanks are
depleting, cg position could shift fore or aft. For such
reasons it is prudent to assume that thrust vector trim will
be a deflection angle δP0 based on z (or y for yaw) offsets
from the vehicle x axis. To induce a pitch attitude angular
acceleration d2θ/dt2 a small “delta” deflection from this
trim angle is required, yet trim δ0 could very well shift
with stage burn time.
As our iterative, trajectory optimization and guidance
simulations indicate, guidance to an orbital target will be
based on (inertial) pitch commands that could include
pitch rate limits. As a result both desired θ and desired
dθ/dt will be engine deflection feedback parameters. Ref.
6 deals in more detail and more directly with thrust
vectoring than our other sources, deriving proportional
and derivative feedback gains and loops from simplified
moment equations starting with

TVC for steering and stability can be divided into two
main roles: rigid body pointing and flex-body or slosh
damping. The slosh model in a cylindrical or spherical
tank assumes a mass-spring-damper analog model for
fluid actions near forward bound of the tanked propellants
– which in turn resembles a pendulum motion in a
damping medium. Control system design requires sizing
the elements described above based on tank geometries,
thrust levels and propellant remainders, then developing
feedback loops and gains to provide response to guidance
commands without exciting oscillatory modes.

d2θ/dt2 – Mα/IY θ = Mδ/IY δ
satisfied by unstable solutions of the form
θ = θ0 cosh (Mα/ IY t) + …

No doubt slosh modes cannot be completely isolated from
active TVC so that operations would be as if connected to
a rigid body, but slosh motions can be reduced by
introduction of baffles within the propellant tank. To
begin to explore the control implications of TVC and
slosh, we proceeded from a rigid body upper stage
concept controlled in the pitch plane by deflections of the
thrust vector trimmed by alignment with the vehicle
center of gravity, angle δP0.
With small angle
assumptions radian deflections (∆δp ) of the TVC produce
a pitch torque or rotational acceleration about the pitch
plane axis. We will not address flexible body issues here.

(20.)

To counter this, a feedback in the form of
∆δ = - KA (θ + KR dθ/t)
is introduced where KA and KR are angle and angular rate
gains. The characteristic equation is then modified to the
form:
d2θ/dt2 + KA KR Mδ/IY dθ/dt + ( KA Mδ/IY – Mα/IY) θ = 0
(21.)
For a linear theory of TVC combined with slosh, we hope
that solutions are simply additive. Incorporation of the
slosh model requires an estimate of propellant mass
modeled as either a pendulum or mass-spring-damper
subsystems for both fuel and oxidizer elements. Fig.-15
illustrates our calculated results for initial slosh modes as
propellant is expended on IIA. Note that fuel slosh mass
appears to increase over LOX slosh mass during flight. If
we employ the MSD subsystem, then a “slosh” sub-mass
mSL of the vehicle total is displaced zSL in the pitch plane
when disturbed by the environment or TVC deflections.
In the case of bipropellant stages, there will be two such
masses for fuel and LOX (mSLF and mSLO) with individual
spring constants (kSLF and kSLO), deflections ( zSLF and
zSLO) and damping factors (ζSLF and ζSLO ). Moment
arms from the cg are rSLOX, rSLFX, etc. In Fig.-16, in search
of resonances between control and slosh natural

For our purposes we will denote the control moment or
torque vector from thrust applied over a moment arm r as
M = r x T to construct scalar equations of the form of eq.
12 above.
T rm sin(∆δP) ~ T rm ∆δP = Iyd2θ/dt2
in which rm represents the moment arm component and T
the scalar value of engine thrust. The side force component of the thrust T sin(∆δP) will act on the slosh mass
elements mi in coupled systems of translation and
rotational equations describing thrust vector and sloshing
propellant interactions.
Figure-13 illustrates the pitch plane rigid body dynamics
associated with a gimbaled thrust vector control system.
If an expendable booster is a ballistic missile, then there
Kelly
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engines at most for three gimbal axes, slosh modes in
numerous tanks quickly outnumber the available controls.
It would appear that the best means of dealing with them
is either through baffle damping or avoiding resonances
such as the ones indicated in Fig.-16.

frequencies, we plotted initial mode (ξ1=1.821) slosh
frequencies along with the control frequency ωn without
slosh compensation. Two cross-overs are identified.
Yaw (ψ) axis control deflections ∆δY can be treated with
similar equations employing inertial element IZ, and
lateral displacements in y.
If roll control is adopted,
deflection deltas about both pitch and yaw nulls must be
tracked for 2 engines with an overlaid roll deflection ∆δR.
This results from gimbal action of 2 engines employing
scissors pitch deflections to induce roll accelerations
d2φ/dt2 about inertia element IX. One can expect that cross
coupling effects are possible among the three control axes
(which could result in examining all 6 moment and
product of inertia terms). Since we have identified fuel
and LOX tanks, a subscript for a dual engine TVC system
will be required as well (e.g., ∆δP1 , ∆δP2 , δP01, δP02).
Unfortunately, for lack of space, we will not provide here
the system equations developed in our internal report.

9. Summary and Road Map
In the launch flow outlined in ref. 1 (and reiterated here),
introduction of a Stellar-J reusable first stage or a small
fleet of such vehicles moves the critical path for launch to
upper stages; with stockpiled upper stages, the bottleneck
moves to payload bus and payload integration questions.
Solution of the final bottleneck in this system approach
will require coordination with the payload community.
Addressing these issues we expect to find discover new
opportunities as well made possible by more access to
space for small satellites. Based on exercises such as this,
we believe obstacles to small satellite space access can be
removed. The Stellar-J system can increase launch
opportunities and launch rates, reduce individual launch
costs and reduce flight preparation time through the
following system element approach:

In cases such as some larger 2-engine Stellar-J reusable
stage configurations, parallel tanks result in the stage
having 4 propellant tanks on one stage in which to
regulate slosh behavior. For now we will ignore this, save
for expendable stage IIB mode 1 effects on expendable
IIA in Fig.-16; for we probably have enough concerns to
address with two propellant tanks at a time. For one
thing, slosh mass elements with respect to vehicle center
of mass will likely mean one forward and one aft. This
indicates that the moment arm terms associated with the
two tanks will be opposite in sign. We obtained damping
and slosh mass estimates from Abramson’s work (ref. 4).

1. With reusable rocket engines the Stellar-J approaches
aircraft costs limited by rocket engine lifetime
amortization (10, 20 or TBD flights).
2. Ground facilities: established airfields adjacent to
launch ranges with clear azimuths, LOX, fuel and stage
integration facilities.
3. Candidate Upper Stages (such as above) stockpiled and
certified for integration, ascent and RFS separation.
4. Payload buses adapted to Stellar-J, derived from Small
Satellite heritage such as developed or documented in
Small Sat Conferences.
5. Payload Accommodations: User and airfield hand off
to the booster for launch.

The mass-spring-damper characteristics of the propellant
tanks are based on tank geometry, propellant depletion,
propellant density and viscosity. Since engines consume
all propellant within a few hundred seconds, classical
linear control theory can only provide several snapshot
representations of the control problem (e.g., near full,
intermediate and near empty). While classical control
theory tends to provide feedback loops and appropriate
control gains, attention should also be given to physical
regulators: tank baffles, accelerometers and rate gyros and
their physical locations. Slosh masses with negative
moment arms (i.e., displacements aft of the c.g. ) tend to
be unstable. This is shown in ref. 5 and elsewhere for
planar single tank cases where the system characteristic
frequency is less than the oscillation frequency of the
mass-spring slosh element. Even with baffles fluid
damping seldom exceeds ζ= 0.1. It’s not ketchup.

The key to development is a test-bed aircraft demonstrating the key Stellar-J technologies.
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Figure-1 Stellar-J 350-ton Configurations for Soyuz or
Progress Type Missions

Figure 2 Aircraft Modified to Test Stellar-J Concepts
& Launch Cube-Sat Class Payloads
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Fig.-3 Stellar-J 35-ton, Small Satellite Launch

Fig.-4 Stellar-J Small Satellite Cases
Single & 2-Upper Stages + Demonstrator

Fig.-5 Reduced Burn Weight to Orbit (3-ton Case)
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Fig.-6 Propellant ISP vs. Mixture Ratio & Target Value

Fig.-7 Shuttle Orbital Maneuver Engine (75x43” l x w)

Fig.–8 Stages IIA & IIB: Fluid Masses for Control Gains
and Slosh Effects
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Fig-9 Pressurization System Effects on λ

Fig.- 10 Effects of Variable Mass On Control Gain

Fig.-11 Stellar-J 135 and 90-sec Ascents
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Fig.-12 Stellar-J & Upper Stage Pitch vs. Time
(90-sec Case Guidance: 20o Initial Delta at Separation)

Fig. 16 Propellant Slosh and Control Natural
Frequencies ωn (rad/sec) during IIA Flight

Fig.-13 Expendable Upper Stage Thrust Vector
Control for Rigid Body Dynamics

Fig.-14 Rigid Body Inner Loop Feedback Model
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Fig.-15 Propellant Expenditure and Slosh Mass
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Fig.-17 Stage IIB Spherical Tank Radii for Fuels &
Oxidizers Based on Propellant Mixture Ratio (MR)
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Table 1 Scaling Relations for 6-ton, 3-ton and 2-ton Expendable Upper Stages

Table-2
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Performance Values: Burn Times from 135 to 70 Seconds (Table Abridged)
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Table-3 Propellant Volumes and Dimensions ( Kerosene/ RP-1)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* densities: ρO2= 70, ρRP1= 49, ρCH4= ... 1 meter = 39.37 inches or 3.2808 ft. 40 inches = 31/3 ft.
** spherical tanks assumed for diameters lower than cylindrical fuselage value
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table-4 Stage-IIB Propellant, Weight & Volume Variations Based on Increments of Payload
Kerosene Based Calculations (Fixed Total Weight 1383-lbs)
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Table-5 Propellant Densities and Combustion Mixture Ratios

Table-6 Engine Characteristics for Feed-Line Calculations Based on 2-ton Expendable Booster

Table-7 Isentropic and Isothermal Expansion Assumptions
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Table-8 Second Order System Behavior with Variable Mass Example

Table-9 Launch Vehicle Design and Integration Process
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